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Sinusoidal stress waves over the frequency range 10-100 KHz were
transmitted down a cylindrical aluminum rod twelve feet long and one and one-
half inches in diameter. Using a modified Twyman-Green interferometer and
a high sensitivity, fast rise time photo-diode radial distributions of axial dis-
placement were measured at the radiating face of the rod while it was under
continuous -wave excitation. Measurements verified the almost piston-like
displacement profiles for low frequencies and indicated increased distortion
of the face with increasing frequency. Nodal cylinders of axial displacement
in the rod were found to occur beginning at about 3 KHz with only the lowest
symmetric mode propagating in the rod
.
The directivity pattern of the radiating rod was measured over the
specified frequency range in the 2 8' x 18' x 15' deep pool of the Underwater
Acoustics Laboratory Facility of The University of Texas. Only the radiating
rod face was exposed to water at the plane surface of a 5' x 5' aluminum

baffle. Measurements taken, with pulsed sinusoidal excitation applied,
indicated a considerable difference between radiation patterns of the rod
and radiation patterns calculated for an ideal piston in an infinite baffle
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A. Statement of the Problem
The problem of a semi-infinite cylindrical, elastic rod propagating
longitudinal stress waves, set in an infinite baffle and radiating from its end
into a semi-infinite, liquid, non-viscous medium has been experimentally
investigated. This investigation was concerned with measurement of pressure
fields in water and measurement of the radial distribution of axial particle dis-
placement on the radiating face. These measurements are of interest and
importance because in calculating the pressure field generated by a vibrating
boundary such as a transducer face one must know or assume the velocity pro-
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file of the vibrating surface. In most cases, ' to facilitate computations, the
vibrating surface is assumed to vibrate as a plane. In typical calculations for
power, beam pattern, etc. this assumption served as a fairly accurate model
for the true physical situation only so long as ka < < 1 , where k is the prop-
agation constant u/c and a is the rod radius. This condition corresponds to
a small transducer radius, and low frequency. For small ka however, the real
part of radiation impedance, and thus radiated power, is low so that one desires
to operate at values of ka for which the plane piston approximation is invalid.
A number of recent papers have been published with theoretical calcu-
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lations of velocity profile on the end of an elastic cylinder. ' Maxwell has
theoretically solved for velocity profiles on the end of an elastic rod and the
radiated pressure distribution in a fluid. To the knowledge of the author measure-
ments of velocity profiles and resulting radiation patterns as functions of
1

frequency, by which theoretical models can be checked, have not previously
been made. This dissertation discusses measurement methods, describes the
methods used and presents measured velocity profiles on the end of a long
aluminum rod and the resulting pressure radiation patterns in water.
B. Historical Background
Early work done in the area of vibrations of an elastic circular cylinder
fi 7 ft
was done by Pockhammer and Love . In 1947 Davies published an extensive
study of the "Hopkinson Pressure Bar". In this study some experimental work
was done to measure axial displacement of the rod end as a function of time
rather than as a function of radial position. The non-uniform displacement
distribution over the radius was known as a source of error in Davies measure-
ments since he was using a capacitive device to measure the average displace-
9
ment of the rod end with time. Kolsky
,
in his book, discussed a number of
experimental investigations. These were concerned with determination of the
velocities of propagation of elastic waves in a rod (dispersion curves) dynamic
measurement of stress-strain relationships, and measurement of other elastic
properties of materials. Apparently no attempt was made to determine axial
displacement profiles on the end of a rod. Volterra and Zachmanoglow also
discuss wave propagation in elastic solids, but again they study elastic prop-
erties of a rod such as dynamic yield stress, velocity of wave propagation and
dynamic stress strain relationships. A good bibliography of others who have
contributed to similar studies is listed by Volterra and Zachmanoglow. Zemanek
did considerable work, both theoretical and experimental, on the cylindrical rod
problem. Using an approximate solution made up of the first nine of the infinite

eigen-values of Pockhammer's frequency equation a computer solution was
generated to yield dispersion curves, distribution of stresses, and axial and
radial displacement distributions. Experimentally, a resonance method was
used to measure dispersion and the standing wave pattern along the length of
a rod. A measurement of axial displacement across the end of the rod was also
made as a method of identifying the mode of propagation only. No measurement
of velocity profile variations as a function of frequency or associated radiated
beam patterns was reported. Miller expanded on the work of Zemanek by
assuming a semi-infinite cylindrical rod propagating into a semi-infinite cy-
lindrical column of water. Displacement and stress fields in the rod were
expressed as an infinite sum of eigen-values relating to the infininte solutions
of Pockhammer's equation with appropriate boundary conditions applied. By
truncating the solution to the sum of thirty-one branches and forcing the boundary
conditions to hold at a finite number of points on the rod/water interface the
fields in the rod and in the water as well as the axial displacement distributions
were calculable by computer. Measurements of velocity profiles and radiation
patterns, by which this mathematical model could be checked, were not made.
In 1970 Maxwell expanded on Miller's work by allowing the rod to couple
to a semi-infinite fluid rather than a cylindrically bounded one. Using the same
techniques as Miller, computations were made to determine axial distribution of
velocity on the interface, reflection coefficients and radiated pressure distri-
bution in the water. No experimentation was involved in this work.

C. Format of the paper
This chapter provides an introduction to the report, a definition of the
problem, and a brief historical summary of work done which relates to this
project. Chapter II discusses the optimum experimental method, limitations
imposed by the physical system and by available equipment and the evolution
of the experimental method due to these limitations.
Chapter III describes in detail the final experimental method used to
take measurements. Results of the experiments are given in Chapter IV. These
results are discussed and are compared with existing theory in the same chapter
Conclusions and recommendations of areas for fruitful further research
are provided in Chapter V.

CHAPTER II
EVOLUTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A . The Optimum Experiment
In developing this experiment the original intent was to establish phys-
ical conditions which would closely match the assumed conditions of Maxwell.
This would provide data to check the accuracy of the theoretical model. Although
the experimental procedure could not attain the ideal conditions assumed by the
theory, the discussion will start by assuming that the conditions can be met and
will develop into the final workable experiment as limitations are imposed and
approximations are made.
For his theoretical study, Maxwell assumed a semi-infinite, cylindrical
,
aluminum rod whose radiating end was in the plane of an infinite baffle and
radiating into a semi-infinite body of water. All other surfaces of the rod were
assumed to be exposed to vacuum.
The optimum experiment to match the above conditions was designed as
follows: An aluminum rod is positioned inside a metal tubular housing. The
back of the housing is sealed with a plate, but has a watertight connector in
the center to allow passage of power supply and instrumentation wiring. The
front end of the housing is closed to nearly the rod diameter so that when the
aluminum rod is in place, an O-ring seal will prevent the entry of water into
the housing (See Fig. 1) . Thus the only portion of the rod in contact with water
is the radiating face. The air boundary around the solid rod approximated a free
surface as assumed by Maxwell since the characteristic impedance of aluminum
is four orders of magnitude greater than the characteristic impedance of air.
5

Fig. 1 Vibrating Rod and Housing Assembly

In order to approximate the infinite baffle assumption the cylindrical housing for
the solid rod is connected to a large metal plate . The baffle can be finite in
size if the reflections do not return to the vibrating rod face from the end of the
finite baffle while measurements are being taken. This requires a pulsed signal.
A hole in the center of the plate allows the positioning of the rod so that
its vibrating face is flush with the surface of the baffle. The solid rod in its
housing is then suspended in the middle of a large pool. To satisfy the infinite
baffle condition and free field acoustic condition the system is driven by a
pulsed sinusoidal potential activating a piezo-electric driving transducer
mounted to the free end of the solid rod. The transducer is a ceramic (Clevite
,
5400 series), 1 .5 inches in diameter by 0.22 inch thick. Attached to the surface
of the rod near the radiating end is a semi-conductor strain gage for the measure-
ment of the stress wave packet incident on the radiating rod face. Standard hy-
drophones can then be used to measure the far-field radiated pressure in the
water. It was planned to use laser holographic interferometry to measure the
motion of the vibrating rod end. A holographic interferogram is made by exposing
a high resolution film plate to coherent laser light reflected from a moving object.
Two exposures are made in which this light is combined with reference laser
light in the film plane. Development of the holographic plate results in a pattern
of light and dark fringes caused by interference of the light reflected from the
rod end at its two different exposure positions. These fringes correspond to




I. =1 f J (2TTdA» ) (cos « + cos P)l where,image o L o ^ J
oc = illuminating angle
(3 = viewing angle
d = displacement of a point on the rod
I = intensity for no motion
o
X = light wavelength .
As an example one sees that dark fringes occur whenever, d = (X. /2t0a , where
-o n
the A are zero arguments for the zero order Bessel function. Thus each holo-
graphic interferogram is a quantitative representation of the position of every
point on the rod end at the instant of sampling.
If the developed photographic plate is returned to its original position
and illuminated by the reference beam an image of the vibrating surface with the
interference fringes on it will appear. This image can be photographed by con-
ventional means and pertinent displacement data can be taken from the photo-
graph .
The holographic system required consists of a high power pulsed laser,
a reference reflector and holographic film plates as shown in Fig. 2. The laser
must have a pulse duration much shorter than the period of the acoustic wave
(0.1-0.01 millisecond). A large peak power output is required to provide
sufficient energy to expose properly the holographic film plates during an
extremely short exposure time. A currently available laser which would be
optimum has a light wavelength of 0.53 micron. This wavelength is in the region
13
of minimum attenuation in water as shown in Fig. 3 . The entire holographic
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Fig. 3 Spectral Attenuation Coefficients for Water
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system is submerged to eliminate refraction problems at the air/water interface.
The piezo-electric transducer on the end of the solid rod is driven by a
pulsed sinusoidal wave-packet. As shown in Fig. 4 the wave packet is formed
with a tone burst generator. The tone burst generator is capable of gating from
1 to 128 cycles of an input oscillator signal. The tone burst is completely
coherent in that it always begins at exactly the same phase. Therefore, the
spectral content of the signal to the transducer is completely repeatable. Out
of the tone burst generator the signal is amplified and then passed through a
step-up transformer to raise the signal voltage. The high voltage (about 600V,
peak to peak) tone burst at the desired frequency is then passed to the transducer
Timing of the tone burst and emission of the laser is accomplished by
initiating a laser fire trigger and the gate timing input to the tone burst generator
with the same signal (See Fig. 4) . However, due to a delay in the laser fire
system a continuously variable delay is inserted into the initiating signal going
to the gate timing input of the tone burst generator. The continuously variable
time delay is accomplished, as in Fig. 5, by generating a square pulse with
variable pulse width using a pulse generator. The pulse is then sent through a
differentiator whose output is then spikes corresponding to the leading and
trailing edges of the square wave. A clipping circuit (diode) is then used to
pass only the negative going spikes which correspond to the trailing edge of the
square pulse. Thus when the system is initiated, a signal goes immediately to
the laser fire trigger and to the input of the pulse generator. After some delay,
controlled by varying pulse width, a voltage spike initiates the gate timing
























































































































































































emission can be synchronized to the arrival of any portion of the acoustic signal
at the rod/water interface. Since it takes about 0.70 millisecond for the acoustic
signal to travel the length of the rod, a delay of about 11.3 milliseconds will be
required to synchronize the acoustic signal with the laser emission which is
internally delayed by about 12 milliseconds. The purpose of this timing is not
an accurate measurement of which portion of the acoustic signal has been photo-
graphed with the laser. This timing merely allows rough control sufficient to
insure that laser emission will occur during some portion of the acoustic signal
time. The degree of this control will depend upon the amount of jitter in the
laser fire delay. The precise measurement of which portion of the acoustic
wave packet has been sampled at the face of the vibrating rod will be discussed
later.
The length of the signal wave-packet is limited by the infinite-rod,
infinite -medium approximation. It is necessary that the duration of the wave
packet be less than the time of travel down the cylindrical rod (about 0.73 milli-
second). Thus for reflection coefficient measurements, if the strain gage is
located at the lengthwise center of the rod the trailing edge of the transmitted
signal will pass the strain gage before the leading edge of the reflected wave
arrives there. This will enable accurate comparison of the incident wave with
the reflected wave. This restriction on wave-packet length allows wave-packets
of from seven to seventy cycles for frequencies ranging from 10 KHz to 100 KHz.
The period of one cycle in the wave-train will vary from 0.1 to 0.01 millisecond
for the specified frequency range. Use of a 10 nanosecond pulse to sample rod
motion will allow at least a thousand distinct samples to be taken over the
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period of the oscillation. Hence the assumption that instantaneous point
samples are to be taken is valid.
A strain gage is mounted near the radiating end of the cylindrical rod.
It is a low resistance, semi-conductor type by Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton and has
an active length of 0.2 inches. Output of the strain gage will, to experimental
tolerance, specify the acoustic signal at the rod end. This is compared with
the laser emission time to determine which spot on a cycle of the wave train
has been sampled. Circuitry for the strain gage as shown in Fig. 6 consists
of a 50 volt, d-c source supplying an approximately constant current to the
strain gage through a 2.0 Kfi resistor. Resistance of the strain gage changes
as the strain changes causing voltage fluctuations which are amplified and
displayed on the face of an oscilloscope.
For measurement of acoustic pressure in the far field of the radiating
rod a standard hydrophone (Atlantic LC-10, 10-100 KHz) is used. Fig. 7 shows
that the output of the hydrophone is filtered to eliminate noise and then displayed
on the face of an oscilloscope. In addition, the hydrophone output is fed to a
gated, sample and hold type voltmeter. The voltmeter is gated through a
continuously variable delay circuit (same as Fig. 5). Adjusting the time and
duration of gating will cause the voltmeter to read only the steady-state portion
of the voltage wave-packet received from the hydrophone. This enables maximum
accuracy of pressure measurements. Location of the hydrophone is varied over
the farfield to obtain an accurate description of the pressure directivity pattern.
The hydrophone must be kept far enough from the source to insure that reflections



















































Fig. 7 Hydrophone Circuit
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The set-up for recording holographic interferograms is rather simple
(See Fig. 2) . With the vibrating rod in its encasement centered three feet below
the water surface the laser is positioned so that its front window is two feet
below the rod end with the longitudinal axis pointing to the lowest point on the
vibrating surface. This allows for the smallest divergence of the laser beam to
illuminate both the vibrating surface and a reference mirror attached to the rigid
baffle just below the rod end. A film plate holder is mounted in the water at a
depth of one foot with its plane surface perpendicular to the axis of a laser beam
specularly reflected from the bottom of the vibrating rod face. Emersing the
entire apparatus minimizes difficulties of refraction at the air/water interface.
Geometry of the set-up minimizes path length differences between the reference
and object beams for the holographic exposures. Experimental work by Varnado
and LaGrone* indicates that laser radiation in the blue-green region loses none
of its spatial coherence by propagation through water path lengths of up to 12.5
attenuation lengths (approximately 2.5 meters for tap water). All parts of the
holographic apparatus must also be stationed at least 0.75 meter from the
radiating surface to prevent acoustic reflections from interfering with the measure-
ments.
For each frequency studied several double exposure holographic inter-
ferograms are required to describe accurately the instantaneous time displacement
profile of the vibrating rod over at least one steady-state cycle of motion. After
placing a film plate in the holder, the laser is pulsed one time with the rod





stationary. A second exposure is then controlled to occur at a certain point on
the wave-train by using the simultaneous laser fire and delay line actuation to
the tone burst generator described earlier. After the laser fire/acoustic pulse
sequence has been initiated a precise measurement of which portion of the wave-
packet has been sampled is determined as follows: Refer to Figure 4. Using a
trigger output from the underwater laser which coincides with laser emission and
the strain gage mounted near the end of the radiating rod a dual trace storage
oscilloscope in the "ADD" mode will display a picture of the acoustic wave-
packet with a spike, corresponding to laser emission, superimposed. One can
directly read which spot on the wave -train was sampled by the laser. These
data are recorded with an oscilloscope camera .
Once the second exposure has been made and its position on the wave-
train recorded the sample is complete. Varying" the delay of the tone burst
generation allows for sampling over the entire wave-packet.
B. Experiment Modifications Dictated by Physics and Facilities
For several reasons the experimental procedure just described had to
be modified for this work. First, an underwater laser was obtained.* This
equipment was a Neodimium doped YAG laser with a frequency doubler (KDP
crystal) to provide light at 0.53 micron. The unit could be controlled to provide
from one to sixty pulses per second with a pulse width of seven nanoseconds
and power level of 500 kilowatts. Although this would be the ideal light source
it could not be employed for holographic work due to extremely short coherence
length. Unavailability of other underwater pulsed lasers dictated the measurement
*Union Carbide Corp. , Korad Div. , Underwater Laser System.
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of displacement profiles in air. Computer analysis of the theoretical calculations
for axial velocity profiles indicated that little difference in profiles should be
expected between the aluminum/air and aluminum/water situations over the
frequency range of interest.
Extensive work was done in an effort to take pulsed holograms with the
pulsed acoustic wave passing the rod/air interface. The use of a pulsed ruby
laser with pulse width of thirty nanoseconds and one joule output at 6943
t
angstroms was obtained . This laser was equipped with a dye-cell Q-switch.
Changing dye concentration permitted one to control the laser output to a single
pulse or to two pulses spaced about fifty microseconds apart. Although the
spacing between pulses could not be controlled, by double pulsing the laser
while the acoustic wave was on the rod end a holographic interferogram was
produced. Fig. 8 shows the physical system for making the double-pulsed
holograms in air. The acoustical and synchronizing circuits remained as
previously described. The interference rings on the hologram correspond to
displacement of the rod over the fifty microsecond interval between laser pulses.
Coherence length of this laser was estimated at thirty feet!
It must be noted at this point that if the object under study is moving
as a plane piston then a double-exposure hologram will not show interference
rings. Since all points on the face move the same distance over the interval
between pulses the interferogram will be entirely one shade of gray corresponding
to the phase interference between the reflections from two planes at the instants












Fig. 8 System for Making Double
Pulsed Holograms in Air
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of pulsing. This situation closely corresponds to the expected motion at the
lower end of the frequency spectrum studied. An attempt was made to measure
this approximate plane motion by stretching a rubber membrane across the rod
end. Fig. 9 shows that the membrane was glued to the rod face and to the
baffle plate at a radius of four inches. Now instead of having a step change
in displacement at the rod radius the displacement is a linear function of
radius from the rod edge to the membrane edge. By making a double -exposure
hologram of the entire membrane area interference rings can be obtained; the
total number of interference rings corresponding to the plane piston like dis-
placement of the rod end. Holograms taken of the membrane (See Plate 1)
verified the piston-like rod motion for the lower frequencies. Quantitative
measurements of displacement were inconsistent, however; due to the likelihood
that the membrane displacement was not actually linear with radial position.
It is felt that rather than being linear the edgewise profile of the membrane
with rod motion was oscillatory. Figures lO.b and lO.c would imply identical
interferograms , but would indicate true displacement only in case b. Time
limitations on use of the laser system precluded extensive study of other
possible means for determination of displacement in the case of piston motion.
For higher frequencies holographic interferograms of the membrane did show at
least one interference ring within the rod radius thus qualitatively confirming













































Holographic Interferogram of Piston Motion
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Accurate measurement of the displacement profile becomes increasingly
difficult with higher frequencies. This can be seen by expressing the particle
velocity as
,
v = F/pCA where
,
F = force
p = density of the rod
C = speed of propagation in the rod
A = cross-sectional area of the rod.
Displacement is found by taking the time integral of velocity which, for the
v /
case of a harmonic velocity function, simply becomes, x = -— = F/jcupA,
J w
where id is the radian frequency. Thus, an increase in frequency reduces the
realizable displacement. The inability of currently available power sources
to boost the signal to a large undistorted pulsed voltage at high frequency
resulted in such small motion that accurate displacement measurements were
impossible with this system. It was decided to excite the rod with a continuous-
wave signal tuned to a longitudinal resonance of the rod. In this way it was
felt that perhaps the pulsed laser holography might yet prove to be fruitful.
Lack of sufficient displacement for accurate interferograms even by the resonance





C . Final Test Method Used
Having determined that available distortion-free power, transducer
characteristics and frequency limited rod end displacements to near one wave-
length of laser light, a measurement system was adapted which enabled accurate
determination of this small motion. The method adapted involves use of a
modified Twyman-Green interferometer as described by Monahan and Bromley*.
This method permits measurement of displacement down to one -half wavelength
of the laser light used in the interferometer. Rather than obtaining an entire
displacement pattern for the rod face as in a holographic interferogram this
method involves point sampling. Thus, assuming that displacement of the rod
is symmetrical about the axial centerline a series of point samples taken along
a radius of the rod will provide the required displacement profile. A complete
and detailed description of the experimental system is described in the following
chapter.






A . Measurement of Displacement Profiles
The experimental situation which evolved from the optimum because of
physical and equipment limitations was as follows. Perform the displacement
measurements in air since no adequate underwater laser is available. Generate
the largest distortion free continuous -wave electric signal possible. The use
of a continuous-wave signal for measurement of displacement profiles did not
invalidate the infinite baffle, semi-infinite medium approximation since the
measurement was made in air. This becomes quite evident when one considers,
again, the vast mis-match between the characteristic impedances of aluminum
and air. Any reflected signal in the air returning to the radiating rod face would
certainly have an immeasurably small effect on its motion. Likewise the semi-
infinite rod approximation was not jeopardized by the use of a continuous-wave
signal. This is true because the rod is much longer (96 times) than its diameter,
and only the lowest mode would propagate for the frequency range employed.*
Higher order modes generated on reflection from one end could not propagate the
length of the rod to disturb the motion of the opposite end. Thus the continuous-
wave signal at the rod end was the same as that part of the pulsed signal which
reached the rod end, except that, being at a longitudinal resonance frequency,
the continuous-wave signal induced larger motion.
Tune the continuous -wave signal to various longitudinal resonances of
the aluminum rod over the frequency range 10-100 KHz as determined by the




resonance equation, f = nc/2^ , where
n = an integer
c = velocity of propagation
I - length of rod .
Take axial displacement measurements at these frequencies using a modified
Twyman-Green interferometer employing a continuous wave Helium-Neon laser
as the light source. For each frequency take several point measurements along
a rod radius to establish the axial displacement profile.
Use of a continuous -wave signal to excite the rod greatly simplified the
acoustic signal generation circuit (See Fig. 10). A wide range oscillator
(Hewlett-Packard, Model 2000-A) provided the basic sinusoidal signal over the
full range of frequencies investigated. Accurate frequency indication was
provided by an electronic counter (Hewlett-Packard, Model 5221-A). The sinu-
soidal output from the oscillator was first amplified by a wide band, 10 watt,
amplifier (Krohn-Hite, Model DCA-10R) to provide a maximum input signal to a
large wide band, 50 watt amplifier (Krohn-Hite, Model DCA-50R) . Output of the
amplifier was sent through a matching transformer. Finally the signal was sent
to a series connected combination of the ceramic disk and a variable inductance
coil. The function of the coil was to cancel out the capacitive reactance of the
ceramic transducer and maximize the real power going to the rod. The measured
capacity of the ceramic was 0.0050 microfarads. Table 1 indicates the required
series inductance to negate the ceramic capacitance over the range of frequencies
studied. At each frequency measured output of the signal generating circuit was
set to just below that value for which distortion began to appear on an oscilloscope









































































































Use of a continuous -wave interferometer necessitates the employment
of a stable platform to isolate the experiment from external sources of motion
such as building vibrations. For this work a platform was built on a concrete
floor of the basement located in the Underwater Acoustic Laboratory Facility at
the University of Texas. The platform consisted of a wooden box six feet wide
and twelve feet long resting on twelve partially filled twelve inch diameter
inner-tubes. The box was filled with approximately 4500 pounds of washed
sand. A working surface was established by laying a five foot by eleven foot
plate of cold rolled steel weighing about 12 00 pounds on the sand surface.
The experimental apparatus placed upon the stable platform consisted of
the aluminum rod, a Helium-Neon laser, various lenses and mirrors making up
the interferometer, and a photo-diode (Refer to Fig. 11). Plate II is a phogo-
graph of the displacement experiment as it was set up in the laboratory. All
optical components were mounted on heavy, interferometrically stable mounts.
The cylindrical rod was supported by two wooden stands with foam rubber
wrapping around the rod at the points of support to eliminate inaccuracies due
to reflections which could occur with rigid coupling of rod to support. The laser
used was a fifty milliwatt, continuous -wave
,
Helium-Neon system (Spectra-
Physics, Model 125). Coherent light at a wavelength of 6328 angstroms was
taken from the laser to a microscope objective lens by way of a first surface
mirror, Ml . The expanding beam was then passed through a double lens system
causing it to converge with a focal length of approximately four feet. The slowly
converging light was then split into two beams, normal to each other, with a
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reference mirror which could be positioned so that the plane of the mirrored
surface coincided with the focal point of the laser beam. Th? plane of the
reference mirror was perpendicular to the beam axis so that the reflected beam
returned back to the beam splitter. The second of the two split beams was used
to illuminate the object (rod face) by way of mirrors M2 , M3 , and M4 . These
mirrors allowed for path length variation to get the focal point of the beam on
the rod face. Additionally mirror M3 was mounted on a translation stage which
enabled movement of the sampling point along a horizontal radius of the rod.
Relative position of the sampled point was provided by mounting a dial indicator
such that is probe was moved by movement of the the translation stage. To
provide a highly reflective surface on the rod end it was polished with commercial
diamond paste with one quarter micron grit size. Mirrors M2 , M3 , and M4 also
had to be positioned so that the reflection from the rod face returned to the beam
splitter. At the beam splitter the two beams, which return diverging, combine
and exit to form an interference pattern on a screen placed in the path. This
interference pattern is circular in nature, the circular rings representing loci of
equal path length difference between rays of the two beams. If the sampling
point on the rod face is displaced axially the light path length is changed and
one can see the rings of the interference pattern alternately shift from light to
dark to light. Each time a circular ring goes from light to dark to light the path
length has changed by one wavelength of the laser light, in this case 0.632 8
micron. Since the path length change is equal to twice the displacement of the
sampled point one cycle of intensity change in the circular ring pattern actually
represents one-half wavelength of motion (0.316 micron). Of course, when the
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rod face is moving in and out at 10 KHz one cannot see the cyclical changes in
the interference pattern. In fact, with rapid motion of the rod face the inter-
ference pattern washes out to the appearance of a uniformly illuminated circular
spot. Measurements are obtained by use of a high sensitivity, fast rise time
photo-diode . For this experiment an E .G . & G . , Inc . , SGD-1 00A unit with a
rise time of four nanoseconds and a sensitive area of about one millimeter square
was used. It is necessary that the sensitive area of the diode be smaller than
the width of one circular fringe. Output of the photo-diode was filtered,
amplified and displaced along with the acoustic signal on a dual-trace oscillo-
scope . Fig. 12 shows the block diagram circuit for this sensor system. Fig. 13
shows examples of how rod motion is measured by interpreting output of the
photo-diode circuit. With rod motion, each cycle of the diode output corre-
sponds to one-half wavelength of displacement so that for linear motion the
amount of displacement between two points in time is equal to the number of
cycles of the photo-diode output on the oscilloscope over the same interval of
time (See Fig. 13a). If the rod motion is oscillatory then at the peak and
trough of the acoustic wave the photo-diode output will reverse direction (See
Fig. 13b). This is a result of the rod reaching the maximum point of its travel
at a point which is not a multiple of one-half wavelength of light. As the rod
motion reverses the light intensity in the fringe pattern must also reverse and
thus the inflection in the photo-diode output. This characteristic greatly
simplifies the measurement process since one need only count the number of
cycles between inflection points of the photo-diode output to determine peak-
to peak displacement amplitude of the sampled point. Note in Fig. 13b that
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Fig. 13 Typical Photo-diode Output
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since the rod spends more time near the peak and trough of its sinusoidal
motion the frequency of photo-diode output varies over a cycle of motion. Plate
III shows an example of displacement data taken with an oscilloscope. Usually,
several exposures were made on each print so that redundant data would be
available for each sample point at a given frequency thereby enhancing accuracy.
B
.
Measurement of Directivity Patterns
Directivity patterns for this experiment were measured in the Underwater
Sound Laboratory Facility of the University of Texas which is equipped with a
pool measuring eighteen feet by twenty-eight feet with a depth of fifteen feet.
The experimental system consisted of a signal generation circuit, the cylindrical
rod assembly and a pressure sampling circuit.
For this phase of the experiment a pulsed acoustic signal could be used
since radiated pressures using pulses were large enough to be measured. The
circuit used for signal generation is similar to that described in Chapter II. It
is illustrated in Fig. 14. The output of a wide-range oscillator was used as the
signal into a tone-burst generator. A second output was connected to a digital
frequency meter for accurate frequency indication. The tone-burst generator
output was a series of sinusoidal wave-packets. Frequency of the sinusoid was
controlled from the oscillator. The number of cycles in each wave packet and
the spacing between wave-packets was easily controlled with the tone-burst
generator. Typically eight to thirty-two cycles were used in a wave-packet
depending upon the frequency. Spacing of about one-half second between pulses
allowed reflections to die out. Output of the tone-burst generator was connected

































transducer on the cyciindrical rod. Tone-burst output was also transferred to a
pulse-generator for use in timing of the system.
The sinusoidal pulses were transmitted to the rod through a water tight
hose connection. The rod assembly used was exactly as described in Chapter II.
This assembly was suspended from walkways over the laboratory pool so that
the axial centerline of the rod was seven feet below the water surface and the
radiating face of the rod was at least eight feet from the nearest pool wall.
Fig. 15 is a block diagram of the pressure sensing circuit. Radiated
pressure waves in the water were detected by an Atlantic, Model LC-10 hydro-
phone. The hydrophone was mounted to a radius arm whose pivot point was
directly above the radiating face of the rod (See Fig. 16) . It was mounted such
that the vertical position of the hydrophone and its radial distance could be
altered. For these measurements the hydrophone was fixed at the vertical
height of the rod axial centerline. Radial distances, from hydrophone to source,
of two, four, and six feet were used for taking data . These hydrophone to source
distances were well out into the farfield which was calculated to begin at about
two inches for a piston radiator. Attaching the hydrophone pivot arm directly to
the top of the baffle enabled maintenance of a constant radial distance from
hydrophone to source over the range -90° to 90° with respect to the axial center-




detected signals were routed to two 40 decibel
amplifiers and then through a variable band pass filter (Krohn-Hite, Model 310-C)
to enhance the signal to noise ratio. The filtered sinusoidal wave-packet was



































Fig. 16 Cylindrical Rod Assembly in Pool (side view)
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voltmeter was externally triggered by a variable delay output from a pulse-
generator (General Radio Corp. , Model 1217-C). The trigger voltage had the
form of a negative spike after differentiating the square wave output of the
pulse-generator. The pusle -generator was triggered by the output of the signal
generating tone-burst generator. Thus by adjusting the pulse duration control
on the pulse-generator, timing of the negative spike trigger to the sampling
voltmeter could be controlled to initiate sampling only during the steady-state
portion of the detected pressure signal. The length of sample taken of the
signal voltage waveform was controlled at the sampling voltmeter. Outputs
from the sampling voltmeter were presented on one trace of an oscilloscope
(Tektronix, Type 535-A) and on a digital voltmeter (Hewlett-Packard, Type
3430-A). The oscilloscope presentation was used to show the received acoustic
pressure signal and to indicate which portion of the incoming signal was. being
sampled. An internal circuit of the sampling voltmeter provided a "pedestal"
on the oscilloscope directly over the portion of signal being sampled. Fig. 17
shows how the oscilloscope presentation typically appeared. The digital volt-
meter was used to provide an accurate amplitude measurement of the sampled
portion of the signal wave-packet.
Angular position of the sensing hydrophone was determined by rigidly
mounting a large protractor to the framework directly below the pivoting arm.
To measure the directivity patterns the desired frequency, pulse length and
pulse repetition rate were set, the sampling voltmeter was set to trigger during
the steady-state portion of the pulse, and then voltage readings were taken as
a function of hydrophone angular position. Conversion of the voltages to
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Fig. 17 Representation of Oscilloscope Picture of Sampled Waveform
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decibels relative to the axial voltage reading and then plotting the results on




A. Displacement Profiles and Discussion
Figures 18-24 represent the results of the displacement profile
measurements. The abcissa of each graph is expressed as a normalized radial
co-ordinate (r/a) , where r is the radial position and "a" is the actual radius
of the rod. The radial positions then go from zero at the axial centerline to
one at the cylindrical surface of the rod. The ordinate of each graph represents
peak-to-peak normalized axial particle displacement and is expressed as
(w /w ) where w is the particle displacement at radius r and w is the axial
r o r o
displacement for r equal to zero. Accuracy of the displacement profile measure-
ments is limited by one's ability to resolve a fractional portion of one cycle of
the photo-diode output. If one assumes that one -sixteenth of a cycle can be
resolved and recalls that as frequency increased from 10 to 85.8 KHz photo-
diode output went from six cycles to one-half cycle between inflections, the
expected error can be shown to vary from less than 2.0% at 10 KHz to about
25% at the highest frequency.
In Fig. 18 one can see that at the lower frequencies the deformation of
the rod face is dome shaped. The total displacement profile could be thought
of as being made up of a component of uniform axial displacement plus a
component of deformation. In that light the deformation goes from zero at the
outer edge of the rod to a maximum on the axial centerline. Although the curves
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Fig. 18 Axial Displacement Profiles for 9.8, 19.0, and 23 KHz
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largest absolute displacement achieved in this experiment was about 2.0
microns. As frequency increased the displacement went down. Here-in was
one of the greatest difficulties involved in conducting this experiment. This
displacement limitation actually precluded measurements beyond 86 KHz. Note
that at the lower frequencies the deformation of the rod face increased as
frequency was increased.
At about 29 KHz (See Fig. 19) , a minimum began to appear in the dis-
placement profiles. This is often referred to in the literature as a "nodal
cylinder" of displacement in the rod, although the displacement was not zero.
The nodal cylinder remained in the rod for all subsequent measurements above
29 KHz although it did not remain fixed in radial position or magnitude. By
comparing Figures 19, 20, and 21 one can observe that as frequency was
increased between 29 KHz and 47.5 KHz the nodal cylinder progressed steadily
toward the centerline of the rod while the characteristic dip in the profile be-
came more pronounced. The displacement profile measured at 4 7.6 KHz most
closely approximated the condition referred to by Maxwell* in which he pre-
dicted an actual zero of motion at the node for one frequency.
At a frequency of approximately 50 KHz the magnitude of axial displace-
ment at the minimum became significantly higher. Figures 22 through 24 show
this increase in nodal displacement as compared with that of Fig. 21 . This
corresponds to a smaller amount of deformation around the nodal cylinder. Note
also that for these upper three frequency samples the reduction of deformation
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Fig. 20 Axial Displacement Profile for 33.4 KHz
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Fig. 21 Axial Displacement Profile for 47.6 KHz
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at the nodal cylinder is balanced by a much larger displacement at the outer
surface of the rod. The axial displacement at the cylindrical surface of the
rod, which can be attributed to propagation of surface waves, is actually greater
than the displacement at the rod centerline . Note also that once again as
frequency was increased the nodal cylinders tended to move inward and become
more pronounced. The only exception to this is that the magnitude of displace-
ment at the node for 85.8 KHz increased. It is felt that the limited accuracy of
the displacement measurement at this frequency probably accounts for the
indicated inconsistency.
In comparing the experimental measurements of axial displacement
profile with those calculated from existing theory it becomes immediately
evident that a significant discrepancy exists between the two. Fig. 25
indicates the calc-ilated radial distribution of axial velocity profiles.* They
differ from displacement profiles by only a multiplicative term, jco , thus
comparison of these normalized values with the measured values is valid.
In Fig. 25 the ordinate is a non-dimensional value identical to that used for
plotting experimental results. The abcissa is non-dimensional velocity which
is normalized to the value one at the axial centerline . Each curve shown is
for a different non-dimensional frequency, Q , which is defined, Q= ~ where,C
s
u) = radian frequency
a = radius of the rod
C = velocity of shear waves in the rod.
s
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Fig. 24 Axial Displacement Profile for 85.9KHZ
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In relation to the rod used for this experiment the value can be simplified
to, Q>= f/25 , where f is frequency in KHz.
In comparing the measured displacement profiles with those calculated
note that up to 23.1 KHz the profiles are similar although the measured curves
indicate a greater degree of deformation even at these lower frequencies. This
tendency toward greater deformation than predicted would lead one to anticipate
that the development of a "nodal cylinder" of displacement might occur at lower
frequencies than predicted. This, in fact, was the case as comparison of
Figs. 18-24 with Fig. 25 indicates. The on-set of a "nodal cylinder" was
observed beginning at 29 KHz while the predicted occurrence lies between 50
and 62 .5 KHz. The frequency at which the minimum of displacement in the
"nodal cylinder" occurred was 47.5 KHz as compared with a calculated fre-
quency of 87.5 KHz.
A brief investigation was conducted in an attempt to reveal possible
explanations for the discrepancy between measured and calculated results.
Noting that phenomena, such as on-set of the "nodal cylinder" seemed to occur
at about one-half the predicted frequency of occurrence, the possible presence
of the second harmonic frequency in the signal was considered. Using photo-
graphs of the photo-diode output from the interferometer, as in Plate III, the
shape of the stress wave signal at the rod end was reconstructed. This was
accomplished by plotting time, t, on the ordinate and the total number of axis
crossings from a zero reference time to t on the abcissa. The distance between
two adjacent axis crossings of the photo-diode output corresponds to motion of
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Fig. 25 Axial Displacement Profiles Predicted by Mathematical Model
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illuminate the point. If the reconstructed motion of the sampled point was a
distorted sinusoid, then the presence of higher order harmonics would be implied.
One then might expect results similar to those expected for some multiple of the
fundamental frequency of the stress wave. Fig. 26 is an axial displacement
versus time reconstruction for three radial points at 10.52 KHz. It clearly shows
that the stress wave signal was not significantly distorted, thus second harmonic
signal was deemed to be not present.
The investigation then shifted to a consideration of the existing theory.
For the sake of completeness a brief background on Maxwell's* work is pro-
vided here. Beginning with the vector equation of motion for an ideal rod,
(L+2G) V (V -D) - GVxvxD = P c D where,
L,G =Lame' constants
D = vector displacement
p = density of the solid
s
• •
D = second time derivative of D,
solutions were obtained for radial and axial displacements and radial, axial,
and shear stresses. Applying the boundary conditions of the vanishing of radial


















b = complex axial propagation constant
* Maxwell, op. cit., pp. 7-30.
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Fig. 2 6 Axial Displacement versus Time for Various Radial Points
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s = dimensionless radial propagation constant for shear waves
p = dimensionless radial propagation constant for compressional
waves
J = zero- oder Bessel function
o
J. = first-order Bessel function
Combining Pockhammer's equation with the identities,
U = s + b
,2^2 2 , u 2




allowed calculation of p, b, and s if the values of Q and 6 were known.
Assuming an infinite number of solutions, called branches, to Pockhammer's
equation exist led to the expression of the velocities and stresses as infinite
sums over the allowed branches. The final form for axial velocity used by




SJl (PJ U Sn G)A .r. t / \ r i . n n i n on , ,. _ ,V(a,C=0) = ii2 E bn Jo (Pn CT) t 1 + ~1 2 ] (6ln + Rn )
a n=l ° (b 2 -S 2 ) J. (s ) J (p a)
n n 1 n o n
where
,
V = dimensionless velocity
a = dimensionless radial position (r/a)
6
n
= Kroenecker Delta function
ln
R = reflection coefficient





A digital program, "FIELDS"*, was written to compute velocity and other field
quantities for various rod materials and frequencies. (A copy of this program
was kindly supplied by G . G . Maxwell to the author and was used as the basis
for this investigation) .
Looking at the above velocity equation one sees a "perturbation-like"
expression inside the summation, in the factored form x(l + e) . The second
term in brackets corresponds to epsilon in the expression. It should be a
second-order correction term. For b equal to S the entire equation is
n n
undefined and should not be used. For b not close to S the second term
n n
inside the brackets should be small compared with one . Therefore , one
should be justified in approximating for the velocity profile,
A








a)(6 ln+ Rn )
Using the digital program "FIELDS" an analysis of the equation for velocity
profiles showed that the second term in brackets had a large effect on the
velocity profile. This term, in fact, was responsible for "washing-out" an
expected radially inward progression of the "nodal cylinder" of motion with
increasing frequency, needed to duplicate experimental findings. To demon-
strate this, Fig. 27 shows the solution for the isolated second branch
contribution to velocity profile over the frequency range 12.5 to 62.5 KHz.
Note that the "nodal cylinder" remained at a fixed radial position for all
*"FIELDS" / Digital Program, Appendix I.
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Fig. 27 Second Branch Contribution to Velocity Profile
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frequencies. The results of velocity profile computations with the second term
in the brackets omitted more closely approximated the measured profiles.
In a further attempt to determine whether elements of the theory could
be combined to more closely approximate measured results a "Fourier series
type" construction was tried. Calculated results of the "FIELDS" program for
only the first two branches of the summation were combined. Fig. 2 8 shows the
result of summing branches one and two at a frequency of 3 7.5 KHz with a phase
shift, constant across the rod face, applied to the branch two solution. In this
case, the shape of the velocity profile including the position of the "nodal
cylinder" is quite similar to the measured profiles in the same frequency range.
Although this analysis showed that elements from the existing theory can be
combined to approximate closely the measured displacement profiles a more
detailed study of the significance and correctness of separate terms in the
theoretical expressions is called for.
B. Pressure Distributions and Discussion
Results of directivity pattern measurements for the radiating rod are
illustrated in Fig. 29 through 34. Error in these pressure measurements
resulted from inaccuracies inherent in both the sampling voltmeter and the
digital voltmeter which reads the output from the sampling voltmeter. These
electronic measurement errors are insignificant when compared with the
variations in data which occur because of the physical system itself. For
example, the sampling voltmeter-digital voltmeter combination may read the
data point voltage to within 0.01 volt while the data point voltage is itself
fluctuating over 0.2 volt. The major source of error then is attributable to the
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process of taking a visual average of digital voltmeter indications at each data
point. At any rate, the data can be considered to be accurate to within one
decibel.
The pressure distributions for the lower frequencies (Fig. 29) were quite
similar to theoretical predictions for plane piston motion at low frequencies.
The difference that exists is that the patterns are somewhat wider than for piston
motion except that Fig. 29 shows a drop, at 10 KHz, of about eight decibels
from the centerline to 90° . For ideal piston motion at the same frequency the
expected drop in pressure would be only about two decibels.
As frequency was increased the beam width decreased as expected,
but the main lobe was wider because to the dome shaped surface the effective
diameter was less. Only a single lobe existed up to about 30 KHz at which
point the first side lobe began to develop. Notice on Fig. 31 the existence of
a null at 89° from centerline. This occurrence of the null in pressure distribution
corresponds with the first occurrence of the "nodal cylinder" in axial displace-
ment profiles. Because of the "nodal cylinder" effect the main beam is flatter
and borader than for a piston. At the frequency 47.5 KHz a second side lobe
began to appear. Note in Fig. 32 that minima occur at 67° and 85° from center-
line. At a frequency 61 .5 KHz the minima had rotated toward the axial center-
line (See Fig. 33) and now occurred at 55° and 75° with a maximum decrease
in pressure level of 26 decibels at the first minimum. Finally, for the highest
frequency measured, a third side lobe appeared as in Fig. 34. The first node
was rotated to 40° from centerline with the second and third nodes occurring





Figs. 35 and 36* show theoretical predictions for the radiation patterns
of an aluminum rod in water. Results are indicated for both the plane piston
approximation (identical to those superimposed on measured radiation patterns)
and the rod problem as modeled by Maxwell over the frequency range 12.5-87.5
KHz. Comparison of Figs. 2 9 and 30 with Fig. 35 points out the similarity of
predicted data to the measured values for low frequencies. Note again that the
radiation pattern for plane piston motion matches the measurements quite well.
This is expected since the radiating rod end is only slightly distorted at these
lower frequencies. As mentioned before it can be seen that the only difference
between the modeled and measured curves is that at the sides the models do
not decrease in level as rapidly with angle as do the experimental data. At
the mid-range frequencies considerable differences appear between predicted
and measured radiation patterns. At frequencies 30-47.5 KHz recall that the
measured displacement profiles already had "nodal cylinders" while the mathe-
matical model did not. Thus a large discrepancy in radiation patterns would
be expected. In fact, the predicted radiation patterns for double these fre-
quencies, where nodal cylinders also occurred in the model, would appear to
compare more closely with the experimental data
.
At the highest frequencies there is also little agreement between
predicted and measured radiation patterns. It should be noted, however; that
with increasing frequency the measured patterns continue to follow the trend
*Maxwell, JDp_Cit, pp36, 37.
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toward more lobes and progression of the axially symmetric lobes toward the
zero axis. The theoretical radiation patterns do not follow this trend (although
predicted plane piston patterns do), but instead the model's rod null disappears
somewhere between 62.5 and 75 KHz. Then as frequency increases above 75
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Fig. 34 Pressure Distribution for 87.5 KHz
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Fig. 35 Predicted Radiation Patterns for Rod and Piston
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Fig. 36 Predicted Radiation Patterns for Rod and Piston




A. Summary of Experimental Results
i
The results of this experiment were qualitatively as expected. Radial
distribution of axial particle displacement at the radiating surface of a cylin-
drical rod were shown to be dome shaped for frequencies up to 30 KHz. The
dome shaped displacement was made up of a component of uniform displace-
ment added to a component of deformation. As frequency increased the com-
ponent of uniform displacement decreased while the component of deformation
increased. Maximum peak-to-peak displacement observed during this work
was about 2.0 microns. "Nodal cylinders" of axial displacement in the rod
developed near 29 KHz and existed for all higher frequencies examined in this
project. Between 29 and 47.5 KHz the minimum displacement on the rod face
moved toward the centerline and became smaller. The same pattern repeated
itself between 50 and 85.8 KHz. Additionally displacement at the cylindrical
surface was found to grow larger relative to centerline displacement as
frequency increased.
Results of directivity pattern measurements were implied by the dis-
placement profile measurements. At low frequency (10 KHz) pressure distribution
was quite similar to that of the piston approximation. As the dome shape on the
radiating face became more prominent, with higher frequencies, the reduction
in effective radiating area caused slightly greater beam width than predicted
by the piston approximation. The beam width itself was shown to decrease




"nodal cylinder" of axial displacement a second lobe began to appear in the
radiation pattern. With increasing frequency the number of side lobes increased
while their nodes progressed angularly toward the axial centerline of the rod.





and 83° from the centerline and having 12, 17, and 20 decibel
dips relative to axial pressure.
B. Areas for Fruitful Further Research
In the course of this work various difficulties experienced and results
obtained have pointed to other areas where work is needed. A good technique
for obtaining quantitative dynamic measurements of plane piston motion is
needed. Perhaps more work with the attached membrane method attempted by
the author would provide the necessary technique. Certainly the results of
an experiment such as this are dependent upon the amount of energy that can
be put into the rod since the accuracy of measurements is a function of the
total peak-to-peak displacement on the rod end. To alleviate this problem a
larger source of undistorted sinusoidal power is needed over a wide band of
frequencies.
It is felt that the greatest need for further research in this area is in
the resolution of discrepancies between experimental results and existing
theory. As yet the theoretical rod problem has not been extended to the case





Included in the program listing for "FIELDS" are the basic program and
various subroutines necessary to compute, tabulate, and plot axial velocity
profile, pressure distribution for a plane piston, and pressure distribution for
the actual rod problem. Additionally, longitudinal stress distribution across
the rod is computed and tabulated with the "FIELDS" program. In the velocity
and pressure segments both magnitudes and phases are tabulated and plotted.
Fortran variables which must be supplied on data cards are listed and
defined below:
IP - A call for punched output; punched output if set at one , no punched
output if set at zero.
SG - Specific gravity of the rod
PR - Pois son's ratio for the rod material
G - Shear modulus of the rod
RHO - Density of the rod
CWAT - Propagation speed of sound in the fluid
N - Number of data points across the rod radius
LL - Number of branches used in the computation
RAD - Radius of the rod
MODE - Code number for automatic frequency incrementation; no incremen-
tation when set to 3




KRNPRNT - A call for values computed by subprogram KERNAL; values
not printed if set at 0, values printed if set at 1
SIRF - Non-dimensional radial position (initial)
SIRD - Radial position increment
SIRL - Non-dimensional radial position (final)
WWF - First incremented non-dimensional frequency; not used if MODE = 3
WWD - Increment of non-dimensional frequency; not used if MODE » 3
WWL - Last incremented non-dimensional frequency; not used if MODE = 3
THETF - First angular position for pressure computation
THETD - Increment in angular position
THETL - Last angular position for pressure computation
GAMF - First non-dimensional source point to field point distance
GAMD - Increment of non-dimensional source point to field point distance
GAML - Last non-dimensional source point to field point distance
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000363 PRINT i50 f <P<L) iL«l»LU






000*02 IF(MCUF.EO.i>GO TO fi of
000*0* IF <wTlMLS.EC»i:>GO TO 333
000*06 DC l6o Lsi»LL
OOC41O B2<L) aB(L)«B(L)
000417 p< L )=CsuqT(CE2»t*2-d2< L ) )
000*34 5(L)=CS'JRT(W2-a?(L) )
000*47 S2 (L>=S(L)*S(L)
000*56 CALL dSLJ(P(L) »J PtJiP)
000461 CALL fSLJ(S(D .jOStJ^S)
000467 C( L )=J1P/J1S
000476 P*(L) =2.«P(L)*P(L)-W?
000507 fcu (L) =2.*P2(D-'>2
OOO5I5 160 CONTINUE
000520 JG=0
000520 I 3 1
000521 SI-O.
000522 12 CONTINUE




000535 SI-Sl *S 1'J







000542 TITL<2)= 7 HY PROF I







000552 VSCfi = 5o $ JUMP«1 $ LlNsi % NP»N*1





000 6 03 CALL PhS(VDIST,vPHS,nP)
Q0Qb (, TITL(i)=7HVELOCIT
000&0? TlTL«2) a7HY PHASE
000&11 TITL(3)=7H
000 6 13 CALL PLTLL(VPHSiSS,VSCA,jUMP»NP,LlN»NABSKP t KJ«NTYPE.TITLtW)
m625
PRINT 4 8 p
b31 480 F0RMAT(*1#)
O00 6 3l PRHT 1000»*
000637 ,000 FORMAT (jSXt^VtLOClTY AND OISPLACFMfNT DISTRIBUTION FOB w=»F 1 0.3>
000637 NLIMlTsN*]
000641 PRINT 100B
000645 1008 FORMAT (/i5X»*Sl«»23x.»VFL0CITY«.20Xt»VMACJ».8X»»vPHS* /)
000 6*5 DC lfi o9 UsjiNLIVlT
Q00 6* 7 ioo 9 P«IM* 102n» SS(I ^ ) »V0IST(IJ) »V*AG<IJ) «VPhS(IJ)





000667 CALL MuLTTNT (&AK » lN,Pl ,N
,
MNtSIDt TO,ThfTa)
00 0677 PRES«^) = ( I.*!* )«W2» I m/ ( 2 ,*P1*SG)




000725 201 IF( McUE.Eo.l)*05t200
000732 205 W = W + WWD
000733 W2sw**
000 7 3 4 IF(^.GT.WWL)2l0»iJ3o
m74i 210 w = wwl' «GAM=GaM*GAMU $ THETAcTHfTF * w 2 = W*W747 IF(GAM.GT,GAML)HE1UHN
000753 Gc TO 800
000754 230 THET*«ThETF
000756 PRINT lOlOfta
000763 t i FORMAT (25X»«W = »F 1O.3)
000763 Go TO 800
000764 200 CONTINUE
000764 NTYPE S 2
000^65 Kjs6
000766 KsK-1
000770 CALL HELM <K.THETU»PRFS)






001006 8000 TITL(4)=7M FOB UN
001007 TITi (5)=7hIF0Hm V
001011 TITL(6 )=7HEL0CITY
001013 GO TO 8020

84





Q01021 00 3&U l=l»«
OO1O23 3fc0 PVAG ( I) =CaBS (PRES(I) )
0010 34 CALL PLTLL (pMAG» THET aN,\/sCA, JUMp , K ,L IN,NAH<;Kp,KJ,NTYpE ,TTTL«W)




001056 CALL PLTLL (PP'tS, ThETaN. VSCA t JUMP ,K,L 1 M»NA«SKPtKJ ,NTYP£ t TlT|_ « W)
0010^0 PRIM 43,
001074 PRIr-gT 18,, W
00 1 1 2 ISO FORMAT ( 1ox»«PH£SSLRe; ANn PHASE FOR We«F10.i//>
001102 PPlrJ Iti^
001106 1 db FCRf'AT
(
l5X f «ThETA«,?r)*,«PWEbSlRF«,?0X,«i'MAG»,dX,«PPHS» /)
001106 DC ldb 1=1 »K
OOuiO j^b PRINT ,b7.THETAN (I) ,PHES(1) tP^AGf I) tPDHS(I)




001135 IF (nTImES.EC.2) GC TO 59
001137 PRlKl 639
001143 639 FORMAT (////)
001H3 PRIM 6» C ,W
001151 64 ;j FORMAT (2,Xt«STR£SS fok w = «Fi „ .5/, Q X •! JT»»2 Q Xt *LftNG « STHESS«)
C '"ILL wAM TO ADU 4 STaTEMTNET HERE FOR INCREMENTING GaMMa IF USE
C. MORE THAN OME G*M*A
001151 CALL STRESS(GAM,lSTps»IST>
00n54 ISTalST-j
001156 Dp bb? UlslilST
001157 667 Pfiir.f 66b f U I ,LSTRS ( TJI ,
0C1172 btb FCRvAT(8X,I5»10X i2E2r>.61
0011^2 GC TO 5 9
001172 22C THETA»THETF
001174 GC TC 830
001174 END
SLHrtCUTlNF STRESS <Ga*»LSTRS» 1ST)
000005 CCMMCiN/OATA/WiEPS* ^OOE«RAO» RA02»LL
OOOOO5 DIMENSION LSTRS(99)
00 05 CommCN/Ph/B(5U) ,p(50)»S(50).B2(c,0),S2(50),Q(50),o(50)»DISP(99)ivni
1ST (99) ,SS(99) »HW (50) tBw (50)
000 005 CCMMCN/COOR/SIRF tSlRn»SlRL







000014 DC 10 L = ltil.000017 D=4.*S(L)4fP(L)«d2(L)«(J(l ) / (B2 (L) -S2 (I ) )
000047 E =2.*P(L)»P(D-w«w
000^1 IF(L»E0»i> l5»2o
00 064 15 FAC =CExP(-(0.»i.)*B(L)*GNE)-R(L)«CEXP( (ft . 1 1 . ) »B (L > *GNE)
000124 Go TC 25
000126 20 FAC = -R(L)«CEXP( ( 0,»1 )«R(L)«>GNE)
000152 25 CALL BSL J (P <L) *SI JO&S, jlPS)





























SUBROUTINE KFHNEL <St,ThfTa*GA^»kRN| ,PhI»I>
CCM*0VPH?B»P»S,B2'5?»*.Q»Ol5P,vOIST,sS,PW,R.W
CCMmCM/DaTA/W»EPS» MOOF»BAUt RAr>2»l.L
DIMENSION fl(by)»S(50)*P(50)tB 2 ( 5 0) f S2(50)«P<5 r»)tO(50)tDISP(q9)»VDT
1SK99) f SS<99) # L STRS<99) f ptf(bO) »8W<50>



































































































R/B»P»S,B2»S 2 *H»Q»DlbP,vnlST,«;S t ^WtB*
PWtBWiCEXP
ATA/W»EPS, MOOE»«AOt RAOp.LL
U DISP(99) ,vnIST(99) «SS(99> tP (S0) ,H(50) ,q(50) »B2(50) •S2(50

































FUNCTI0N 0F RAM AND FLDAN<3
000014 6SUM=( .,!,|)
0000^ JG =







000024 l = i
000025 I CONTINUE






00C053 GC TO 2
000054 5 CONTINUE
000054 IF{KHNpR\T.E0.1)3t«
OOOO^o 3 PRINT f,
OOOO64 6 F0RMAT(i5x,*KKNL«)
OOOO^o PRINT 7» (K('JJ) »Jjs. f j)









000135 GO TC 30
000135 35 H=2
000136 36 SLM(j)»SUM( w ) *4,«« (II)
000152 IF(II.GE.(I-I))45t5
n
000157 S C IlsII+g





000173 JG = ."
000173 THETAajHETA+TU
000175 JTajT+j





000217 IF(H.GE.(J-2) )8 »85
000225 85 II»H* 2
000227 GO TO 75
P00227 80 II«2
000230 81 GSUMaGsUM*4.»SUf (II)
S22i?J „« IF<U-GE.(J-I)) 9 0t95000247 95 II = H*2






SUbHOUT INF PULL (HEF.ABC' v SCA»JlJMP,LL»LTN»NARSKP,Kj,NTYP Ef TlTL.W»
r HLOTS N£f AS A HKCITON OF ABC
C VSCA IS VERTICAL SCALE
T JUMP IS HORIZONTAL SPACE BETWEEN DATA POINTS
r MINUS ONE
r LL IS DIMENSION OF REF
C LIN IS LINEAR FLAG* IF EQUAL TO ONE GET LINEAR PLOT tOTHERwlSE GET
C LOGAHIThMiC PLCT
C MYPE =1 IF VELOCITY (.PLOT




C00015 DIMENSION REF (99 ) ABC <99) »MPR (7S »1 00) t IS (99) . T ITL (6)
000015 PRINT 1000
000020 PRINT 25C« (TITL(I) tl=lt6)
00003J 2-° FORMAT (^0X t 6A/./)





OOOO53 6 00 PRINT 630iW
OOGOfel b3o FcRm a 1 (40X»*lInEAR P| OT». 15X i«W = «Ffl.2>
000065 GC TC 650
000065 620 PKiINT 625»W
OOOO73 625 F0RmaT(4QX»«LOGaR1ThmIc PLO T*» ^X »#Wa#F8« 3»')
000077 650 C CNTlNuE
000077 PLTSCAl=1.£2
OOClOO NN=LL«jUMP*3
000103 M^=VSC A *3
000105 PC 10 M = 1,MI*
000106 DC 10 N=i,NN
000116 IQ ^PRC*»N)sfH
r find maximum and minimum of ref
000126 IF(LlN.EQ,l)GU TO 4ol
000127 RMNl=3o.
000131 DC 3 I=l,LL»NAdSKP
00 132 IF (REF (I) .LT .HMINj ) RMlN 1 =REF (I)
ooui36 3 continue
C FIX IJATA TO GET LOG PLOT
000142 DC 400 1=1 ,LL»NABSKP




0OU164 R/"Ax = 0.
000165 DC 20 I=ltLLtNAHSKP
000,73 IF (REF (I) ,GT.RMAX)RMAX»flEF (i)
00176 IF(hEF(I)
, L T.RMlN ) RMlN=Rf F < I)
000201 20 CONTINUE
000202 RANGE=ABS(H^AX-RMlN)
C LODC MATRIX WITH DATA (SCALED)
000205 J=3
000206 DC 40 1=1 tLL .NAdSKP




C SET UP HORIZONTAL BORDERS OF PLOT

88
000237 M=i $ M6=VSCA*2
0002^5 DC 45 N=2,NN
000246 45 M pR( M i N )= Mpfc(,v,B, N )slH-








000310 IF(LlN.tQ #l )G<> TO 65
000 312 MPR(M»N)=RMlNl*io.»*(MPP(MiN)/PLTSCAL)
0003^0 65 CCNTl^Ut-
C l a8E L vt P T ICAL «o«OERS oF PloT
00C325 N = 2
000326 K=N*LL^JUMP*1






000355 PRINT io9 « (MPR (MiN) ,N = ] ,NN)
000374 10 9 FCRvAT(34X,7o A l>
000*00 DC Ho M = 2 ,*MM
OOC4OI PRINT I^CmPP Im»U i (MPR (M»N) iN= ? ,NN)
000422 120 F C R M *»T(20x,Elb.b,70Al)
000426 110 CONTINUE
000430 MsVSCA*2
000431 PRINT iu9 » (MHR(M»N) »N*i tNN)
000451 IF (Nl YpE.EO«l> 32o'300
000460 3?0 DO 130 I=l,LL«K
000467 130 Is(T)=A«C(I)«10.0001
000471 PRINT 131, (IS( I) »I=1 »LL,KJ)
0005i5 13 1 FCR^AT(3 2 x tl 8l5)
000521 RETUHn
000521 300 PRINT 31 0, ( ABC ( I ) 1 Ul tLL »KJ)
000543 310 FCRfiAT(3lXtl6F6,0)
000 5 * 7 PRINT j32
000552 132 FORMAT (ix, ///)
Oo556 PRInT 8oo» Hf,AX,HMlN «* M I N l
00 056 7 80 FCR^AT (5X .RMAXsSEjS ,5 t<5 x, »HMIN = »E




SLbROUTINF PHS(VL)IST,Vp H «;,NP)
000005 CCMPUEx VfJIST
000005 DI m EnSIon VCISTC39) ,vpH S (99)
000005 PI s 3.H15Q26b3b
000006 CCNV=Pl/lflO»


























CQ0Q33 lu 1*1+1 * THETA=THETA*THETD
0000 36 IF(I.6t.K) 3 0i1
000042 30 PbInT 31.RA7IO
00C050 31 F0RMAT(5X,*eEAM NEVER DROPS UEL0W»E15.5»OF THE AXIAL PRESSURE*)
000052 8 " s l 8 «.
00C054 RETURN





0CCC05 IF (CAbS(Z) •GT.i2«) 1 »2
0CGO14 I CA LL ABESJ(Z.J0,J1)
000015 RETUHN
000016 ? CALL PBESJ(Z»J0»J1)
000017 RETURN
000020 END
SURROUTIfJE PBESj <Ztj0,,l )
000005 CCmP LEx Z.JOtJl, Zl, Z?, JObf JlSt Tl. T
000005 Zl a »5*Z
000012 Z2 » Zi*Zi
00001? JoS= <o»»0» )
0000 2 2 JiS= <0.»0.)
000024 Tl a (.5,0.)
000027 H 2',
000030 10 J1S = JlS 4 Tl
000035 Tl a T]/H
000042 JoS = JoS Tl
0000*6 H = h i,
000050 T = Tl»Z2
000056 Ti a - T/H
000063 IF(CABs(Tj).GT.i.e- ln ) 10 »20
0000 7 4 20 T = 2 1* Z 2
OC0102 Ti a T«J]S
000110 Jl 2 1 - Tl
000114 T Z2«Z2
000121 Tl a T»J S









































































51jB*CUT1NE ABtSj <Z» JO, jl )
T Y PE COMPLEX ^ fW O.Jl t H 2 »Rz2.P0 , PI ,QO t 01 , To , Tl , CI , CA,
1 CS(!HT,C07.SIZ.2C0Z.2ST7,Ut CC





Y = ABs(Z <2)>
R s ti.*(X*X Y«Y)






Pi a ( .» .)
Q o = ( 0«*0« )




10 PO s Po + TO
PI a Pi Tl
C s 2.«H _ i,
C = - C*C/H
To s C»To
Qq a ^0 To
C = 4./H*c
Ti = C#H
Ol s Qj Tl
H m h l.
A = 2.*M - i ,
A s A*A/H
CC a b*?l ?
to a ro*cc
A s -4 # / H A
CC = A»HZ?
IF (CAbs(c#CC) .GT.l.) 20tll
U Ti« CC»Ti
H a h 1,
IF(CAB S ( T i).GT.l.t-lo) io t 20
20 Q0 r GO*RZ
01 = Ql*RZ
RT a CsQRT(2i>
CA = .2ti2 947*l77387fl / rT
DC a CoS(X)
DS = SjN(X)
Clo U> = nc OS
Clo<2) a oC - OS
IF(Y.GT.25.)30»25
25 El a EXP (Y)
E2 a 1 ./El
CCZ = C1*E1 CCNjG(ci)«E2
SIZ = C o • ,-j • ) * (Ci*Ei - CONJMCi >*F?>
GO TO 40
30 COZ = C1*EXP(Y)
SIZ s (0.,-U)*cO Z
«0 ZC Q Z = CA«C C Z
ZEI Z a CA»SI Z
JO a Po<*/roz GO«ZSlZ
Jl a - Pi»2SIZ Ci«zC07
IF (Zo ( 1 ) .GT«o») 6oi55
55 Ji a - J X
60 IF(ZO(D*70(2).GT.o.) 7 »65
65 JO a CoNJG(jO)
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